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Side mounting raised shelf to wood top.
Hardware required: 4 truss bolts 3/4” long. 2 tap bolts 3/4” long, 
6 hex nuts, 4 lag bolts, 12 washers. When mounting shelf ends, 
be sure the side of the shelf end with the longest bend faces rear 
of bench. Line up right shelf end with bottom and back edges 
flush with bottom and back edges of bench top. Mark holes on 
side of work surface for drilling. Repeat for other side. Drill holes 
1 1/4” deep on both sides of work surface. Drill 9/32” holes for 
maple tops, 1/4” holes for all other wood tops. Using lag bolts 
and washers, attach ends to work surface. Place raised shelf top 
over ends with holes to rear. Secure top to ends using using 
hardware as shown. Tighten securely using hex nuts and washers 
provided.

Top mounted raised shelf to wood top.
Hardware required: 4 truss bolts 3/4” long, 2 tap bolts 3/4” long, 6 
hex nuts, 4 lag bolts, 12 washers. When mounting shelf ends, be 
sure the side of shelf end with longest bend faces rear of bench. 
Line up right shelf end with side and back edges flush with side 
and rear edges of bench top. Mark holes on top of work surface 
for drilling. Repeat for other side. Drill holes 1” deep for 1 1/4” 
thick tops, 1 1/4” deep for 1 3/4” thick tops. Drill 9/32” holes for 
maple tops, 1/4” holes for all other wood tops. Using lag bolts and 
washers, attach shelf ends to work surface. Attach raised shelf top 
as described above.
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Mounting raised shelf to steel top.
Hardware required: 8 truss bolts 3/4” long, 2 tap bolts 3/4” long, 
10 hex nuts, 12 washers. When mounting raised shelf ends, be 
sure the side of the raised shelf end with longest bend faces rear 
of bench. Line up bottom holes in shelf end with holes on side of 
steel top as shown below. Fasten shelf end with truss bolts, nuts, 
and washers and tighten securely. Repeat procedure for the other 
side. Place raised shelf top over ends making sure that back bend 
of top with holes in it faces rear of bench. Secure top to ends as 
shown left using hardware provided. Tighten all hardware securely 
using hex nuts and washers.
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